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I. I. Block’s Overflow Block’s Overflow 
Argument Argument 

There are many experimental paradigmsThere are many experimental paradigmsThere are many experimental paradigms There are many experimental paradigms 
in which subjects evidently sense thingsin which subjects evidently sense things——
but but report not sensing those things and report not sensing those things and 
are aware of themselves as not doing soare aware of themselves as not doing so..
Such Such subliminal perceptionsubliminal perception can occur in can occur in 
normal subjects, e.g., in experimental  normal subjects, e.g., in experimental  
it ti i hi h th ti l iit ti i hi h th ti l i
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situations in which the stimulus is   situations in which the stimulus is   
masked or degraded.masked or degraded.
NonconsciousNonconscious perceiving also occurs in perceiving also occurs in 
subjects with neurological damagesubjects with neurological damage——
blindsightblindsight, extinction, neglect, etc., extinction, neglect, etc.

Evidence that subjects sense stimuli they Evidence that subjects sense stimuli they 
deny sensing comes from “forceddeny sensing comes from “forced--choice” choice” 
guessing that’s guessing that’s way above chanceway above chance, , 
as well as from as well as from (other) (other) priming priming effectseffects on on 
subjects’ psychological processing.subjects’ psychological processing.subjects  psychological processing.subjects  psychological processing.
An everyday case:  One may look straight An everyday case:  One may look straight 
at somebody who’s been staring at one.   at somebody who’s been staring at one.   
One must have seen the person staringOne must have seen the person staring——
how else?how else?——but seen it so peripherally that but seen it so peripherally that 
one wasone was not at all aware of the seeingnot at all aware of the seeing..
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one was one was not at all aware of the seeingnot at all aware of the seeing..
The standard explanation of these casesThe standard explanation of these cases——
both everyday and experimentalboth everyday and experimental——is that is that 
there is sensing, and hence a sensation, there is sensing, and hence a sensation, 
but that but that the sensation is not consciousthe sensation is not conscious..
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We can summarize this way of thinking We can summarize this way of thinking 
about such cases by what I’ve called the about such cases by what I’ve called the 
Transitivity Principle (TP):Transitivity Principle (TP):

If one is in some mental stateIf one is in some mental state
butbut not awarenot aware of being in thatof being in thatbut but not awarenot aware of being in that of being in that 
state, that state is state, that state is not consciousnot conscious..

In all these cases we have In all these cases we have independent independent 
evidence that the individual is in the state evidence that the individual is in the state 
in questionin question——has the relevant sensation.has the relevant sensation.
But we have in additionBut we have in addition compellingcompelling
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But we have, in addition, But we have, in addition, compelling compelling 
evidence that the individual is wholly evidence that the individual is wholly 
unaware of being in that stateunaware of being in that state——
because the individual tells us so, and because the individual tells us so, and 
cannot report being in the state.cannot report being in the state.

Indeed, it seems that we have Indeed, it seems that we have nothing nothing 
else to go on in drawing a distinction else to go on in drawing a distinction 
between those mental states that are between those mental states that are 
conscious and those that are notconscious and those that are not..
Since lack of awareness of a state showsSince lack of awareness of a state showsSince lack of awareness of a state shows Since lack of awareness of a state shows 
that the state isn’t conscious, a state’s that the state isn’t conscious, a state’s 
being conscious consists one’s being being conscious consists one’s being 
aware itaware it——in some suitable way.in some suitable way.
Block acknowledges that a state of which Block acknowledges that a state of which 
is wholly unaware does not intuitivelyis wholly unaware does not intuitively
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is wholly unaware does not intuitively is wholly unaware does not intuitively 
count as a conscious state count as a conscious state (2007a, b)(2007a, b).  .  
But he denies that this awareness is tied But he denies that this awareness is tied 
to the ability to report, which he believes to the ability to report, which he believes 
reflects reflects an independent type of accessan independent type of access..
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The cognitive system that enables one to The cognitive system that enables one to 
report one’s mental states, Block argues, report one’s mental states, Block argues, 
is subject to a is subject to a bottleneckbottleneck that limits how that limits how 
much one can report.much one can report.
ButBut phenomenal consciousness he urgesphenomenal consciousness he urgesBut But phenomenal consciousness, he urges, phenomenal consciousness, he urges, 
operates from a different system, and so operates from a different system, and so 
overflows the bottleneck that constrains overflows the bottleneck that constrains 
cognitive access, and hence cognitive access, and hence reportabilityreportability..
If all this is so, we can’t rely on subjects’ If all this is so, we can’t rely on subjects’ 
reports to determine the presence ofreports to determine the presence of
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reports to determine the presence of reports to determine the presence of 
phenomenally conscious states,         phenomenally conscious states,         
since phenomenal consciousness can since phenomenal consciousness can 
occur even when one is unable to report occur even when one is unable to report 
its presence.its presence.

I’ll urge several difficulties with Block’s I’ll urge several difficulties with Block’s 
argument.  For one thing, (1) I’m not argument.  For one thing, (1) I’m not 
convinced that the bottleneck Block convinced that the bottleneck Block 
appeals to functions in the way he urges.appeals to functions in the way he urges.
That aside, (2) I’m not convinced that theThat aside, (2) I’m not convinced that theThat aside, (2) I m not convinced that the That aside, (2) I m not convinced that the 
phenomenal consciousness that he argues phenomenal consciousness that he argues 
is present in the absence of is present in the absence of reportabilityreportability
is actually conscious in any intuitive way.is actually conscious in any intuitive way.
Finally, (3) Block urges that he’s given the Finally, (3) Block urges that he’s given the 
best explanation of most of the data,best explanation of most of the data,
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best explanation of most of the data,    best explanation of most of the data,    
but I’ll urge that another way of explaining but I’ll urge that another way of explaining 
the data is at least as good, and conforms the data is at least as good, and conforms 
better to our better to our pretheoreticpretheoretic intuitions.intuitions.
The next 3 sections take up these 3 pointsThe next 3 sections take up these 3 points..
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II.  The Cognitive BottleneckII.  The Cognitive Bottleneck
Consider the changeConsider the change--detection experiment detection experiment 
Block Block (2007, 2008)(2007, 2008) discusses by discusses by LandmanLandman, , 
SpekreijseSpekreijse andand LammeLamme (2003)(2003)SpekreijseSpekreijse, and , and LammeLamme (2003).(2003).

When cued with theWhen cued with the
22ndnd stimulus subjectsstimulus subjects
correctly detect for correctly detect for 
roughly 4 rectanglesroughly 4 rectangles
whether orientation whether orientation 
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has changed, but forhas changed, but for
almost all when cuedalmost all when cued
at the outset, andat the outset, and——
cruciallycrucially——during theduring the
intervening intervening interval.interval.

When cuing occurs at the end, subjects When cuing occurs at the end, subjects 
must rely on working memorymust rely on working memory..
So the limit of roughly 4 in that case likely So the limit of roughly 4 in that case likely 
reflects the wellreflects the well--established limit of about established limit of about 
4 items for working memory, and subjects 4 items for working memory, and subjects g y, jg y, j
can can report the orientationreport the orientation of only 4 items.of only 4 items.
It’s the match between cuing at the  It’s the match between cuing at the  
outset and in the intervening interval   outset and in the intervening interval   
that needs explaining.that needs explaining.
Block urges that in this experimentBlock urges that in this experiment
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Block urges that in this experimentBlock urges that in this experiment
“subjects are continuing to maintain a “subjects are continuing to maintain a 
visual representation of the whole array visual representation of the whole array 
and reading their answers off of itand reading their answers off of it——as  as  
subjects say they are doing” subjects say they are doing” (2008, 304)(2008, 304)..
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Subjects do report that they maintain such Subjects do report that they maintain such 
a representation.a representation. But they But they alsoalso say that say that 
“they can see all or almost all eight items “they can see all or almost all eight items 
in the in the LandmanLandman experiment” experiment” (2008, 306)(2008, 306).  .  
Block takes all this to show that theBlock takes all this to show that theBlock takes all this to show that the Block takes all this to show that the 
capacity of phenomenal consciousness is capacity of phenomenal consciousness is 
greater than that of “the working memory greater than that of “the working memory 
buffer that governs reporting” buffer that governs reporting” (306)(306).   .   
Subjects have phenomenally conscious Subjects have phenomenally conscious 
sensations of all the rectangles, but whensensations of all the rectangles, but when
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sensations of all the rectangles, but when sensations of all the rectangles, but when 
working memory is needed, they can working memory is needed, they can 
report on the orientation of only about 4.report on the orientation of only about 4.
Phenomenal consciousness thus Phenomenal consciousness thus overflowsoverflows
cognitive access.cognitive access.

Because subjects do report seeing all the Because subjects do report seeing all the 
rectangles, but can’t in the endrectangles, but can’t in the end--cuing case cuing case 
report all the orientations,report all the orientations,
the bottleneck affects orientations, but not the bottleneck affects orientations, but not 
the occurrence of rectangles themselvesthe occurrence of rectangles themselves..the occurrence of rectangles themselvesthe occurrence of rectangles themselves..
So Block distinguishes So Block distinguishes (2007, 2008)(2007, 2008) between between 
the the genericgeneric and and specificspecific contents of contents of 
phenomenal consciousness.phenomenal consciousness.
The generic content here is rectangles’ The generic content here is rectangles’ 
occurring in particular locations,occurring in particular locations,
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occurring in particular locations,occurring in particular locations,
whereas the specific content concerns only whereas the specific content concerns only 
the orientation of their lengthwise axisthe orientation of their lengthwise axis..
This has implications about whether This has implications about whether 
cognitive access overflows phenomenology.cognitive access overflows phenomenology.
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Phenomenology does overflow cognitive Phenomenology does overflow cognitive 
access, access, but only access to certain specific but only access to certain specific 
propertiesproperties——in this case spatial orientation.in this case spatial orientation.
Subjects Subjects lack complete informationlack complete information about about 
some of the sensations that figure in theirsome of the sensations that figure in theirsome of the sensations that figure in their some of the sensations that figure in their 
perceiving the rectangles.perceiving the rectangles.
But But there are no phenomenally there are no phenomenally 
conscious conscious states to which states to which subjects subjects 
altogether lack cognitive accessaltogether lack cognitive access..
That’s not all that surprisingThat’s not all that surprising
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That s not all that surprising.That s not all that surprising.
It’s likely that we rarely have It’s likely that we rarely have complete complete 
cognitive accesscognitive access to the qualitative to the qualitative 
properties of manyproperties of many——if indeed anyif indeed any——
of our phenomenally conscious states.of our phenomenally conscious states.

Block’s aim was to show that there are Block’s aim was to show that there are 
phenomenally conscious states that phenomenally conscious states that 
subjects can’t report.subjects can’t report.
But the But the LandmanLandman results don’t show that.results don’t show that.
We can best describe those results asWe can best describe those results asWe can best describe those results as We can best describe those results as 
showing that subjects have cognitive showing that subjects have cognitive 
access to all their phenomenally conscious access to all their phenomenally conscious 
statesstates——but only in respect of some of but only in respect of some of 
their phenomenal featurestheir phenomenal features,, and not all.and not all.
The relevant states areThe relevant states are phenomenallyphenomenally
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The relevant states are The relevant states are phenomenally phenomenally 
conscious in respect of some featuresconscious in respect of some features,,
but not in respect of othersbut not in respect of others.    .    
Phenomenal consciousness doesn’t Phenomenal consciousness doesn’t 
overflow overflow reportabilityreportability, but , but coincides with itcoincides with it..
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III.  III.  Is Phenomenal Is Phenomenal 
Consciousness Conscious?Consciousness Conscious?
TheThe LandmanLandman findingsfindings do not showdo not show ususThe The LandmanLandman findings findings do not showdo not show us us 
that there are phenomenallythat there are phenomenally conscious conscious 
states that subjects can’t report,states that subjects can’t report,
but rather that subjects but rather that subjects cannot report cannot report allall
the mental featuresthe mental features of their phenomenally of their phenomenally 
conscious states.conscious states.
Th t l t d I’ dTh t l t d I’ d
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The correct moral to draw, I’ve argued,   The correct moral to draw, I’ve argued,   
is that such states are is that such states are phenomenally phenomenally 
consciousconscious,,
but only in respect of features that but only in respect of features that 
subjects can reportsubjects can report..

Specific linguistic impairmentsSpecific linguistic impairments might, of might, of 
course, prevent subjects from reporting course, prevent subjects from reporting 
states that they’re aware of.states that they’re aware of.
But it’s a But it’s a general cognitive bottleneckgeneral cognitive bottleneck,,
not special deficits, that’s at issue here.not special deficits, that’s at issue here.not special deficits, that s at issue here.not special deficits, that s at issue here.
Absent such impairment, Absent such impairment, reportabilityreportability
reflects TP, on which a state’s being reflects TP, on which a state’s being 
conscious consists in one’s being aware   conscious consists in one’s being aware   
of that state in some suitable way.of that state in some suitable way.
And any state can beAnd any state can be conscious in someconscious in some
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And any state can be And any state can be conscious in some conscious in some 
respects and not othersrespects and not others:: A sensation of A sensation of 
red, e.g., can be conscious in respect of red, e.g., can be conscious in respect of 
its mental quality of red, and yet its mental quality of red, and yet not in not in 
respect of the exact shade of redrespect of the exact shade of red..
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Can a state be phenomenally conscious Can a state be phenomenally conscious 
without one’s being aware of it at allwithout one’s being aware of it at all??
TP says TP says somesome such awareness is needed such awareness is needed 
for any state to be consciousfor any state to be conscious——at allat all..
As I mentioned earlier Block accepts thisAs I mentioned earlier Block accepts thisAs I mentioned earlier, Block accepts this As I mentioned earlier, Block accepts this 
principle.  But he endorses principle.  But he endorses an an intrinsicalistintrinsicalist
version, on which the awareness that TP version, on which the awareness that TP 
posits is intrinsic to each phenomenally posits is intrinsic to each phenomenally 
conscious state conscious state (e.g., (e.g., CastonCaston 2003)2003).  .  
He’s also congenial toHe’s also congenial to aa deflationarydeflationary
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He s also congenial toHe s also congenial to a a deflationary deflationary 
versionversion,, on which TP reflects just the on which TP reflects just the 
triviality that we experience our triviality that we experience our 
experiences, as we smile our smiles experiences, as we smile our smiles (Sosa (Sosa 
2003; Block forthcoming)2003; Block forthcoming). . 

The deflationary reading implies that all The deflationary reading implies that all 
qualitative states are conscious:  We qualitative states are conscious:  We 
presumably experience presumably experience allall our experiences. our experiences. 
And the And the intrinsicalistintrinsicalist reading rests on a reading rests on a 
nonnon--questionquestion--begging way to individuatebegging way to individuatenonnon questionquestion begging way to individuate begging way to individuate 
statesstates——which is at best hard to come by.which is at best hard to come by.
But these readings are not the only options.But these readings are not the only options.
We can also explain the available data by We can also explain the available data by 
supposing that reports express supposing that reports express distinct distinct 
thoughts about the states we reportthoughts about the states we report——
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thoughts about the states we reportthoughts about the states we report——
thoughts that aren’t themselves usually thoughts that aren’t themselves usually 
conscious, but that implement the conscious, but that implement the 
awareness TP posits of conscious statesawareness TP posits of conscious states——
including phenomenally conscious states.including phenomenally conscious states.
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How might we adjudicate between these How might we adjudicate between these 
competing hypothesescompeting hypotheses——trivial or intrinsictrivial or intrinsic
awareness of phenomenally conscious awareness of phenomenally conscious 
states versus states versus independent awareness by independent awareness by 
way of higherway of higher--order thoughts (HOTs)order thoughts (HOTs)??y gy g g ( )g ( )
Sosa’s deflationary idea sounds good for  Sosa’s deflationary idea sounds good for  
experiences, since ‘experience’ likely does experiences, since ‘experience’ likely does 
implies awareness of the relevant state.  implies awareness of the relevant state.  
But ‘perception’ carries no suchBut ‘perception’ carries no such implication implication 
and ‘sensation’ only sometimes.and ‘sensation’ only sometimes.
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and sensation  only sometimes. and sensation  only sometimes. 
And the And the intrinsicalistintrinsicalist view itself implies the view itself implies the 
very very reportabilityreportability Block wants to avoidBlock wants to avoid..
And HOTs explain both the And HOTs explain both the reportabilityreportability
and awareness of our conscious states.and awareness of our conscious states.

On an On an intrinsicalistintrinsicalist construal of TP, such construal of TP, such 
as as Caston’sCaston’s, the awareness posited by TP , the awareness posited by TP 
is built into each conscious state itself.is built into each conscious state itself.
But even if the awareness is intrinsic to But even if the awareness is intrinsic to 
the state that awareness is a higherthe state that awareness is a higher--orderorderthe state, that awareness is a higherthe state, that awareness is a higher--order order 
awareness: It’s an individual’s being aware awareness: It’s an individual’s being aware 
of being in the relevant state.of being in the relevant state.
So So intrinsicalismintrinsicalism does not sustain, as  does not sustain, as  
Block suggests, a firstBlock suggests, a first--order vieworder view..
Block urges that if the awareness isBlock urges that if the awareness is
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Block urges that if the awareness is Block urges that if the awareness is 
intrinsic, it’s just some reflexive property intrinsic, it’s just some reflexive property 
of the state.  But it’s unclear what that of the state.  But it’s unclear what that 
could becould be——apart from the individual’s  apart from the individual’s  
being aware of being in the state.being aware of being in the state.
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Some would hold that mental qualities Some would hold that mental qualities 
must occur consciously,must occur consciously,
arguing that we know about mental arguing that we know about mental 
qualities only from firstqualities only from first--person access.person access.
But Block and I agree that there areBut Block and I agree that there areBut Block and I agree that there are But Block and I agree that there are 
qualitative states that one “does not and qualitative states that one “does not and 
cannot know about” cannot know about” (2008, 292)(2008, 292).  So that’s .  So that’s 
not a reason to insist that all qualitative not a reason to insist that all qualitative 
states are in some way conscious.states are in some way conscious.
So there’s little going for the deflationarySo there’s little going for the deflationary
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So there s little going for the deflationary So there s little going for the deflationary 
or or intrinsicalistintrinsicalist reading of TP, and we can reading of TP, and we can 
conclude that we are in some substantive conclude that we are in some substantive 
way aware of every conscious stateway aware of every conscious state——
even phenomenally conscious states. even phenomenally conscious states. 

Block appeals to brain function to learn Block appeals to brain function to learn 
about mental qualities, where I appeal to about mental qualities, where I appeal to 
psychological function, arguing thatpsychological function, arguing that
we can we can individuate mental qualities individuate mental qualities 
independently of their being conscious byindependently of their being conscious byindependently of their being conscious by independently of their being conscious by 
their location in a suitable quality spacetheir location in a suitable quality space..
The mental quality of red has a position in The mental quality of red has a position in 
the space of mental colorthe space of mental color
qualitiesqualities parallel to that ofparallel to that of
the red of physical objectsthe red of physical objects
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the red of physical objectsthe red of physical objects
in the space of physicalin the space of physical
colors, which we can testcolors, which we can test
by forcedby forced--choice matching choice matching 
in in nonconsciousnonconscious cases.cases.
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Block holds that a qualitative state’s being Block holds that a qualitative state’s being 
conscious consists not in any higherconscious consists not in any higher--order order 
awareness of the state, but in some neural awareness of the state, but in some neural 
activation that converts the state from not activation that converts the state from not 
being conscious to being conscious.being conscious to being conscious.g gg g
So he urges that whatever higherSo he urges that whatever higher--order order 
awareness does occur is a byproduct of awareness does occur is a byproduct of 
the state’s being conscious, and not what the state’s being conscious, and not what 
its consciousness consists in:its consciousness consists in:
What consciousness “does,” not what it “is.”What consciousness “does,” not what it “is.”
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,,
But he offers no good argument But he offers no good argument againstagainst
TP, and it’s at least as likely that TP, and it’s at least as likely that increased increased 
neural activation results in a state’s being neural activation results in a state’s being 
conscious because it results in a HOTconscious because it results in a HOT..

IV.  Inferring to the IV.  Inferring to the 
Best Explanation Best Explanation 

Countenancing qualitative states that areCountenancing qualitative states that areCountenancing qualitative states that are Countenancing qualitative states that are 
conscious in respect of some but not all of conscious in respect of some but not all of 
their mental qualities lets us explain the their mental qualities lets us explain the 
LandmanLandman results:  Subjects have conscious results:  Subjects have conscious 
sensations of all the rectangles, though sensations of all the rectangles, though 
the sensations aren’t always conscious in the sensations aren’t always conscious in 

t f l th i i t tit f l th i i t ti
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respect of lengthwise orientation.respect of lengthwise orientation.
There are other explanatory advantages  There are other explanatory advantages  
to hypothesizing states that are conscious to hypothesizing states that are conscious 
in respect only of some of their mental in respect only of some of their mental 
qualities.qualities.
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Some hold that failure to detect changes Some hold that failure to detect changes 
in in ((somesome)) changechange--blindness experiments is blindness experiments is 
due to our actually having no phenomenal due to our actually having no phenomenal 
consciousness of the changes consciousness of the changes (e.g., (e.g., NoëNoë))..
Countenancing qualitative states that areCountenancing qualitative states that areCountenancing qualitative states that are Countenancing qualitative states that are 
conscious in respect of some but not all of conscious in respect of some but not all of 
their mental qualities helps with that:   their mental qualities helps with that:   
Relevant perceptual states are conscious Relevant perceptual states are conscious 
in respect of some mental qualitiesin respect of some mental qualities,,
but not those qualities that pertain to thebut not those qualities that pertain to the
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but not those qualities that pertain to the but not those qualities that pertain to the 
undetected changeundetected change..
The states have rich qualitative character, The states have rich qualitative character, 
but they’re conscious in ways that fail to but they’re conscious in ways that fail to 
fully reflect that richness.fully reflect that richness.

That’s clear in changeThat’s clear in change--blindness findings blindness findings 
by Grimes by Grimes (1996)(1996), in which changes occur , in which changes occur 
during saccades, when retinal stimulation during saccades, when retinal stimulation 
doesn’t reach visual cortex.doesn’t reach visual cortex.
But postBut post--saccade stimuli do affect visual saccade stimuli do affect visual 

t h bj t till d t tt h bj t till d t tcortex even when subjects still detect no cortex even when subjects still detect no 
change.  change.  
The best explanation is that subjects have The best explanation is that subjects have 
postpost--saccade qualitative states that reflect saccade qualitative states that reflect 
the change, but the change, but the states aren’t conscious the states aren’t conscious 
i t f th l t liti t f th l t lit
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in respect of the relevant qualityin respect of the relevant quality..
The finding that undetected qualities have The finding that undetected qualities have 
priming effects helps confirm this priming effects helps confirm this (Fernandez(Fernandez--
Duque and Thornton, 2000, 2003, Silverman and Mack Duque and Thornton, 2000, 2003, Silverman and Mack 
2006, 2006, LaloyauxLaloyaux, , DestrebecqzDestrebecqz, and , and CleeremansCleeremans 2003)2003)..
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Block urges that Anton’s syndrome Block urges that Anton’s syndrome 
patients, who are blind but confabulate patients, who are blind but confabulate 
not being blind, have HOTs about their not being blind, have HOTs about their 
visual states visual states (2008)(2008).  This is unlikely; these .  This is unlikely; these 
patients deny being blind but are typically patients deny being blind but are typically 

i b t t l f ii b t t l f ievasive about any actual cases of seeing evasive about any actual cases of seeing 
(though some do seem to generate appropriate (though some do seem to generate appropriate 
imagery imagery [Goldenberg, [Goldenberg, MüllbacherMüllbacher, and Nowak, 1995], and Nowak, 1995]))..
Some patients in other disorders do  Some patients in other disorders do  
confabulate particular states, seemingly in confabulate particular states, seemingly in 
a way that’s subjectivelya way that’s subjectively noninferentialnoninferential
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a way that’s subjectively a way that’s subjectively noninferentialnoninferential
and and nonobservationalnonobservational.  So they likely seem .  So they likely seem 
to themselves to be in those confabulated to themselves to be in those confabulated 
statesstates——as Grimes’ subjects take themselves as Grimes’ subjects take themselves 
see presee pre--change stimuli no longer there.  change stimuli no longer there.  

Block has argued that only a firstBlock has argued that only a first--order order 
view can explain why it seems hard to view can explain why it seems hard to 
explain why particular neural states result explain why particular neural states result 
in a particular conscious qualitative in a particular conscious qualitative 
statesstates——or any at allor any at all (2007, 2008, forthcoming)(2007, 2008, forthcoming)..statesstates or any at all or any at all (2007, 2008, forthcoming)(2007, 2008, forthcoming)..
FirstFirst--order theories do make explaining order theories do make explaining 
that seem hard, since they conflate a that seem hard, since they conflate a 
state’s having qualitative character with  state’s having qualitative character with  
its being conscious, thereby its being conscious, thereby preventing preventing 
any informative account of eitherany informative account of either..
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any informative account of eitherany informative account of either..
And without such accounts, conscious And without such accounts, conscious 
mental qualities mental qualities will seem inexplicablewill seem inexplicable..
By avoiding that conflation, TP makes By avoiding that conflation, TP makes 
such informative accounts possible.such informative accounts possible.
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Block also claims that pain is Block also claims that pain is intrinsically intrinsically 
badbad,, independent of its effects on one’s independent of its effects on one’s 
mental life, such as awareness of the pain, mental life, such as awareness of the pain, 
and a higherand a higher--order theory cannot explain order theory cannot explain 
thatthat intrinsic badnessintrinsic badness (forthcoming)(forthcoming)..that that intrinsic badnessintrinsic badness (forthcoming)(forthcoming)..
It may seem It may seem subjectivelysubjectively that pain is bad that pain is bad 
independent of its effects, but intuitions independent of its effects, but intuitions 
about what’s intrinsic are about what’s intrinsic are seldom reliable.seldom reliable.
Pain is bad for many reasonsPain is bad for many reasons::
It interferes with our mental lives and isIt interferes with our mental lives and is
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It interferes with our mental lives and is It interferes with our mental lives and is 
detrimentraldetrimentral to biological function, and it to biological function, and it 
causes a powerful desire to avoid and causes a powerful desire to avoid and 
relieve it.  And these effects are all relieve it.  And these effects are all wholly wholly 
independent of a pain’s being consciousindependent of a pain’s being conscious..

Distinguishing a state’s mental qualities Distinguishing a state’s mental qualities 
from from the qualities in respect of which    the qualities in respect of which    
the state is consciousthe state is conscious thus affords more thus affords more 
explanatory degrees of freedom.explanatory degrees of freedom.
Countenancing qualitative states thatCountenancing qualitative states thatCountenancing qualitative states that Countenancing qualitative states that 
aren’t conscious in any way at all also aren’t conscious in any way at all also 
allows for fruitful explanations.allows for fruitful explanations.
Mental qualities occur in subliminal Mental qualities occur in subliminal 
perceiving, resulting in priming and highly perceiving, resulting in priming and highly 
reliable forcedreliable forced--choice guessingchoice guessing
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reliable forcedreliable forced--choice guessing.choice guessing.
But the relevant states evidently aren’t But the relevant states evidently aren’t 
conscious, since subjects aren’t, from a conscious, since subjects aren’t, from a 
subjective firstsubjective first--person point of view, at all person point of view, at all 
aware of them, and so can’t report them.aware of them, and so can’t report them.
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Block urges that having HOTs is “what Block urges that having HOTs is “what 
consciousness consciousness doesdoes rather than what rather than what 
consciousness consciousness isis” ” (forthcoming; Block’s emphasis)(forthcoming; Block’s emphasis).  .  
I.e., a state’s being conscious consists not I.e., a state’s being conscious consists not 
in one’s being aware of it but in suitablein one’s being aware of it but in suitablein one s being aware of it, but in suitable in one s being aware of it, but in suitable 
neural activation in connection with the neural activation in connection with the 
state.  And that in turn sometimes results state.  And that in turn sometimes results 
in the relevant higherin the relevant higher--order awareness.order awareness.
But since such neural activation often But since such neural activation often 
results in that higherresults in that higher--order awareness theorder awareness the
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results in that higherresults in that higher order awareness, the order awareness, the 
foregoing considerationsforegoing considerations——together with together with 
the intuitive force of TPthe intuitive force of TP——suggest that suggest that 
consciousness consists instead in that very consciousness consists instead in that very 
higherhigher--order awareness.order awareness.

Block justifies detaching Block justifies detaching reportabilityreportability from from 
awareness on the ground that that affords awareness on the ground that that affords 
the best explanation of the data.the best explanation of the data.
But since the alternative is at least But since the alternative is at least as as 
good that justification failsgood that justification failsgood, that justification fails.good, that justification fails.
And the foregoing alternative explanations is And the foregoing alternative explanations is 
are arguably better, since the awareness of are arguably better, since the awareness of 
conscious states they posit is robust enough conscious states they posit is robust enough 
to distinguish conscious qualitative states to distinguish conscious qualitative states 
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from qualitative states that aren’t consciousfrom qualitative states that aren’t conscious..
One might raise independent challenges  One might raise independent challenges  
to positing distinct HOTs, but addressing to positing distinct HOTs, but addressing 
those is for another day.those is for another day.
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SummarySummary
We can reject the general dissociation We can reject the general dissociation 
Block sees between awareness andBlock sees between awareness andBlock sees between awareness and Block sees between awareness and 
reportabilityreportability by instead distinguishing by instead distinguishing 
betweenbetween
(1) what mental qualities a state has and (1) what mental qualities a state has and 
(2) which of its mental qualities, if any, (2) which of its mental qualities, if any, 
the state is conscious in respect of.the state is conscious in respect of.
Th t di ti ti thTh t di ti ti th th tith ti
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That distinction preserves the That distinction preserves the pretheoreticpretheoretic
intuition of TP that a state is conscious intuition of TP that a state is conscious 
only if one is aware of it in a way that only if one is aware of it in a way that 
allows allows reportabilityreportability, and it affords , and it affords at   at   
least least as much explanatory power.as much explanatory power.

THANK YOU FOR THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTIONYOUR ATTENTION
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